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VISION
The vision of the Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Programme
(CTCP) Desk is to be the primary provider of incentives that support the
regeneration of the South African clothing, textile, footwear, leather and
leather goods manufacturing industries (“the sector”).

MISSION
The primary objective of the CTCP Desk is to provide concessionary
funding to the sector to assist entities operating in the sector in
developing World Class Manufacturing Principles and Capabilities
(Just in Time production, Total Quality Management and Continuous
Improvement Processes), which will offer substantial opportunities for
local manufacturers to reclaim domestic market share in the long term
through increased operational capabilities and efficiencies.

VISION - THE ART
OF SEEING THE INVISIBLE
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CTCP FOREWORD

The 2011/12 financial year was the second full financial year of
operation of the Production Incentive Programme (PIP) and the
third full financial year of the Competitiveness Improvement
Programme (CIP). The two programmes combined have been
able to assist 266 companies of which 108 companies are part
of 9 clusters through the CIP with projects running over multiple
years. The amount of funding committed to the Clothing,
Textiles, Footwear, Leather and Leather Goods industries
during this financial year amounted to R639 million.
The CIP and PIP gave many companies the opportunity to
invest in equipment upgrade, people skills development, new
product development and improvement of manufacturing
processes. These interventions have resulted in significant
competitiveness improvement of local manufacturers to the
extent that they can take advantage of the opportunities which
present themselves, with many retailers now moving more
rapidly towards a quick-response sourcing model from domestic
suppliers. Many cluster initiatives have been developed focusing
on value chain integration and supply chain optimisation, which
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promises exciting results. The dti is also successfully engaging
with various government departments to address a range of
challenges that the industry is faced with, including illegal
imports, customs fraud and skills development.
Whilst the programmes were initially designed to arrest the
downward spiral of the sectors and job losses, the programmes
have managed to see new sustainable decent jobs being
created in addition to stopping job losses in the short period
of their existence.

Nimrod Zalk
Deputy-Director General:
Industrial Development Division
the dti
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CTCP
BACKGROUND

The CTCP was created as part of an effort to stabilise the
clothing, textiles, footwear and leather industries. The New
Growth Path which was approved by Cabinet in October 2010
has set a target of creating five-million jobs by 2020 and these
sectors have a part to play.
Dr Rob Davies, Minister of Trade and Industry says: “At the
centre of the dti’s effort to support the manufacturing sector is
the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP), the new iteration of which
will build on the success of our current industrial development
plan in enhancing South Africa’s local productive capacity. This
will be done through the implementation of carefully identified
transversal interventions to address structural challenges and
sector-specific interventions to support sectors that are crucial
for the growth of the economy and can create jobs.”
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The dti’s Industrial Development Division aims to develop
policies, strategies and programmes to strengthen
manufacturers’ ability to create decent jobs by improving
competitiveness in the domestic and export markets. Hence the
development of the Competitiveness Improvement Programme
and the Production Incentive Programme for the clothing,
textiles, footwear, leather and leather goods sectors.
The main challenges in these sectors remain under-invoicing,
illegal imports and customs fraud as well as non-availability
of fabric. Other challenges include competitiveness issues,
innovation and technology, skills deficit and currency volatility.

CTCP

DESCRIPTION
The CTCP consists of two programmes that are managed by the CTCP Desk within the IDC. These programmes are the Clothing and
Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP) and the Production Incentive Programme (PIP).
Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement
Programme (CTCIP)
The CTCP Desk started receiving CTCIP applications in January
2010 and the first set of applications was approved on 08 March
2010. As at 31 March 2012 a total of 24 transactions had been
approved by the Projects Approval Panel of the CTCP since
inception of the programme. Of the 24 transactions approved,
9 were cluster-level transactions comprising 108 companies and
the remaining 15 were company-level transactions. The CTCIP
had thus benefited a total of 123 companies by providing grant
funding amounting to R147 640 809.

Production Incentive Programme (PIP)
The Projects Approval Panel of the CTCP considered PIP
applications for the first time on 31 August 2010. As at
31 March 2012 a total of 344 transactions amounting to
R1 045 849 799 had been approved under the PIP.
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Mr Joy Balepile
Programme Manager

PROGRAMME
MANAGER’S REVIEW

CTCP Governance

Projects Approval Panel

The CTCP is a programme of the dti administered by the IDC.

The Projects Approval Panel is responsible for approval of all
requests for funding in connection with the CTCP.

The CTCP has a Project Management Committee (PMC)
and a Projects Approval Panel (PAP) as its organisational and
governance structures.
Project Management Committee
The Project Management Committee is the highest governance
structure and its function is to:
• Provide strategic direction for the implementation and the
policy framework of the CTCP;
• Consider and approve changes to the programme guidelines;
and
• Consider and approve an appropriate set of rules governing
the meeting of the Projects Approval Panel.

The Projects Approval Panel comprises the following members:
• Three persons representing the IDC;
• One person representing the dti; and
• One independent person.
Overview of the CTCP
The CTCP consists of two programmes that are managed by the
CTCP Desk within the IDC. These programmes are the Clothing
and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP)
and the Production Incentive Programme (PIP).

The Project Management Committee is made up of 4 members
as follows:
• Two persons representing the IDC; and
• Two persons representing the dti.
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Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement
Programme (CTCIP)
The CTCIP aims to create a group of globally competitive
companies that would ensure a sustainable business
environment able to retain and grow employment levels.
The programme encourages interventions aimed at improving
a company’s people, processes, products and market
development. A 65% grant is available to individual companies
and a 75% grant to cluster initiatives. For the financial year
commencing 1 April 2012, the CTCIP has been revised and only
cluster-level applications are accepted. Two different cluster
compositions will be supported, namely an ordinary cluster
and a national cluster preferably supported by regional clusters.
As at 31 March 2012 a total of 24 transactions amounting to
R147 640 809 were approved under the CTCIP from inception.
Of the 24 projects approved, 9 were cluster-level transactions
comprising 108 companies and the remaining 15 were companylevel transactions. As at 31 March 2012 a total of 123 companies
have benefited from the CTCIP at an average of R1 200 331
per company.
Out of the 24 approvals amounting to R147 640 809,
disbursements were made to 19 beneficiaries from the
CTCIP totalling R23 832 347 during the period 1 April 2009
to 31 March 2012. A typical project under the CTCIP takes on
average 4 to 5 years to complete and the total funding approved
will thus on average be disbursed over 4 to 5 years.
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There were 8 applications on the CTCIP pipeline as at
31 March 2012 amounting to R22 353 031. Of the 8 applications
on the pipeline, 1 is a cluster-level application and 7 are entitylevel applications.

Pipeline for the FY2010/11

Production Incentive Programme (PIP)

Pipeline for the FY2011/12

During the year ending 31 March 2011 the benefit ceiling under
the PIP was based on 10% of a company’s Manufacturing
Value Added (MVA), however, the rate was changed to 7.5%
of MVA for applications for the year ending 31 March 2012.
The incentive is banked with the IDC and ring-fenced for each
specific company and made available to them on presentation of
qualifying competitiveness improvement interventions.

The PIP pipeline consisted of 98 applications to the value of
R162 250 311 for the budget year 2011/12 incentive programme.

As at 31 March 2012 a total of 344 transactions amounting to
R1 045 849 799 were approved under the PIP at an average
grant of R3 040 261.
Of the 344 transactions approved to date, 145 transactions
amounting to R419 728 599 were benefit ceiling applications for
the budget year 2011/12 (7.5% of MVA). Of the 145 transactions
approved, 57 were first-time applications amounting to
R82 381 664, whereas the rest were repeat clients.

There were 6 applications with a total value of R2 540 625 on the
PIP pipeline as at 31 March 2012.

The CTCP Desk approved funding under the PIP for a total of
172 entities during the financial year ending 31 March 2011.
41 Percent of these approvals were for entities based in
KwaZulu-Natal, 38 percent for the Western Cape, 11 percent
for Gauteng, 7 percent for the Eastern Cape, 2 percent for
Mpumalanga and 1 percent for the Free State. In terms of the
sectoral distribution, the majority of approvals were for entities
in the textiles sector at 49 percent, followed by clothing at
36 percent, the footwear sector at 13 percent and 2 percent for
leather producers. The total funding approved during this period
was approximately R570 million.

During the financial year ending 31 March 2012, the CTCP Desk
approved an additional 172 funding applications. The majority of
approvals were for entities operating in the Western Cape at
42 percent, 37 percent for entities based in KwaZulu-Natal,
11 percent for Gauteng, 8 percent for the Eastern Cape and
1 percent each for Mpumalanga and the Free State. 48 Percent
of the approvals pertained to entities in the textiles sector,
34 percent to those in the clothing sector, 15 percent to footwear
manufacturers and 3 percent to leather producers. The total
approved amount for the period was approximately R470 million.
The decline in the total value of approvals as compared to the
prior year is mainly attributable to the drop in the PIP benefit
percentage from 10% of MVA to 7.5% of MVA.

KJ Balepile
Programme Manager: Development Funds Department

Out of the 344 approvals amounting to R1 045 849 799,
disbursements were made to 161 beneficiaries from the PIP
amounting to R465 834 499 during the period under review.
Entities that have received approval under the PIP have a period
of 2 years within which to utilise the approved benefit.
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Eastern Cape
Free State
Gauteng
KwaZulu-Natal
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CTCP Desk Members

CTCP EVALUATION

PANEL AND DESK MEMBERS

Mr Joy Balepile
Programme Manager

Ms Eukeria Chiwara
Account Manager

Ms Gillian Venter
Fund Administrator

Mr Khothatso Khoapa
Account Manager

Mr Nduma Maluleka
Account Manager

Ms Zandile Nyangane
Administrator

Projects Approval Panel Members

Ms Phemelo Koloti
Account Manager
Mr William Smith
Chairperson

Mr Willie Fourie
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Ms Mpho Mosweu
Alternate Chair

Ms Elaine Smith

Ms Meryl Mamathuba

Prof. Imraan Valodia

Ms Dineo Skwambane

Mr Jaywant Irkhede

Mr Dawid van Wyk

Mr Kagiso Matswalela
Account Manager

Mr Makweng Nkoana
Account Manager

Mr Patrick Matlhola
Account Manager

Mr Gavin Smith
Senior Account Manager

Projects Management Committee Members

Mr Abisha Tembo

Ms Elaine Smith

Ms Meryl Mamathuba

Mr Shakeel Meer
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CTCP

PROGRAMMES
The CTCP consists of two programmes that are managed by the CTCP Desk within the IDC. These programmes are the
Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP) and the Production Incentive Programme (PIP).
Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP)
The CTCP Desk started receiving CTCIP applications in January 2010 and the first set of applications was approved on
08 March 2010. As at 31 March 2012 a total of 24 transactions had been approved by the Projects Approval Panel of the
CTCP since the inception of the programme. Of the 24 transactions approved, 9 were cluster-level transactions comprising
108 companies and the remaining 15 were company-level transactions. The CTCIP had thus benefited a total of 123 companies
by providing grant funding amounting to R147 640 809.
Production Incentive Programme (PIP)
The Projects Approval Panel of the CTCP considered PIP applications for the first time on 31 August 2010. As at 31 March 2012
a total of 344 transactions amounting to R1 045 849 799 had been approved under the PIP.
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The administrator is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the annual financial statements of the Clothing and Textiles
Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP), comprising the statement of financial position at 31 March 2012, and the statements
of comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the financial statements which
include a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes, in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards. In addition, the administrator is responsible for preparing the administrator’s report.
The administrator is also responsible for such internal control as the administrator determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and for maintaining adequate accounting
records and an effective system of risk management.
The administrator has made an assessment of the ability of the fund to continue as a going concern and has no reason to believe that the
entity will not be a going concern in the year ahead.
The auditor is responsible for reporting on whether the annual financial statements are fairly presented in accordance with the applicable
financial reporting framework.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

Approval of the Annual Financial Statements
The annual financial statements of the Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP), as identified in the first
paragraph, were approved by the fund administrator on 23 July 2012 and signed by:

KM Mamathuba
Head: Development Funds Department

KJ Balepile
Programme Manager: Development Funds Department

Sandton
Date: 23 July 2012
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CLOTHING

&
TEXTILES

COMPETITIVENESS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME (CTCIP)

Objectives
The main objective with the CTCP is to create a group of globally competitive companies that would ensure a sustainable environment
that will retain and grow employment levels.
Performance of the Fund
The Projects Approval Panel (PAP) of the CTCP considered applications under the CTCIP for the first time on 08 March 2010. As at
31 March 2012 the PAP approved 24 (2011: 21) transactions amounting to R147 640 809 (2011: R108 752 958) under the CTCIP. Of the
24 (2011: 21) projects approved, 9 (2011: 8) are cluster-level applications comprising 108 (2011: 93) companies and the remaining
15 (2011: 13) are company-level applications. As at 31 March 2012 a total of 123 (2011: 106) companies benefited from the CTCIP.
The above cumulative numbers include approvals made during the year ending 31 March 2010. As at 31 March 2010 the PAP approved
7 transactions amounting to R29 188 118. Of the 7 projects approved, 2 were cluster-level applications comprising 24 companies and the
remaining 5 were company-level applications. As at 31 March 2010 a total of 29 companies benefited from the CTCIP.
The Fund balance as at 01 April 2011 amounted to R99 332 989. A total amount of R39 000 000 (2011: R34 000 000) was received into
the fund account over the period under review. Interest earned on the account was R6 896 126 (2011: R5 884 573). During the period
under review a total of R17 335 170 (2011: R6 497 177) was disbursed to beneficiaries of the CTCIP.

Fund Administrator’s Report
for the year ended 31 March 2012

Financial Results

Background
The CTCIP forms part of the overall Clothing and Textiles
Competitiveness Programme (CTCP). The CTCP is a programme
of the Department of Trade and Industry (“the dti”) to
stabilise employment and to improve overall competitiveness
in the clothing, textile, footwear, leather and leather goods
manufacturing industries. The CTCIP is administered by the CTCP
Desk at the IDC on behalf of the dti.
The main objective of the CTCIP is to build capacity in
manufacturers and in other areas of the apparel value chain
in South Africa to effectively supply their customers, for
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The financial results of the Fund are set out in the attached annual financial statements.
example, major retailers, government and niche markets,
both locally and internationally. The programme aims to grow
South African-based clothing, textile, footwear, leather and
leather goods manufacturers to be globally competitive.
Competitiveness encompasses issues of cost, quality,
flexibility, reliability, adaptability and the capability to innovate.
Competitiveness improvement interventions should include
innovative activities on people, products, processes and
market development.

KM Mamathuba
Head: Development Funds Department

KJ Balepile
Programme Manager: Development Funds Department

Date: 23 July 2012
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Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

INDEPENDENT

AUDITOR’S REPORT

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, these financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Clothing and Textiles
Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP) at 31 March 2012, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then
ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Per Sipho Malaba
Chartered Accountant (SA)
Registered Auditor
Director

To the Administrator of the Clothing and Textiles
Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP)
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Date: 23 July 2012

Report on the Financial Statements

Administrator’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

We have audited the annual financial statements of the Clothing
and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP),
which comprise the statement of financial position at 31 March
2012, and the statements of comprehensive income, changes in
equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to
the financial statements which include a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory notes, as set out on
pages 28 to 31.

The fund’s administrator is responsible for the preparation and
fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal
control as the fund administrator determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
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CTCIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

CTCIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

at 31 March 2012

for the year ended 31 March 2012

Note

2012

2011

R

R
restated

Note

2012

2011

R

R
restated

45 896 126

39 884 573

4

39 000 000

34 000 000

5

6 896 126

5 884 573

21 013 769

9 910 590

2 667 600

2 325 600

60 103

3 500

763 527

921 448

17 335 170

6 497 177

187 369

162 865

24 882 357

29 973 983

-

-

24 882 357

29 973 983

Assets
Income
Current assets

Funds received from the Department of Trade and Industry for the
Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme

Funds invested in Money Market

Interest Income

2

Accounts receivable
Total assets

117 052 518
543 044
117 595 562

98 865 844
467 145
99 332 989

Expenditure
Administration fees
Audit fees

Funds and liabilities

Consultation fees
Grants funding
Travel costs

Funds

117 571 046

Funds balance

92 688 689
Net profit for the year

Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Total equity and liabilities
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Other comprehensive income

3

24 516

6 644 300

117 595 562

99 332 989

Total comprehensive income for the year
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CTCIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

CTCIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

for the year ended 31 March 2012

for the year ended 31 March 2012

Note

Note

2012

2011

R

R
restated

Balance at the beginning of the year

92 688 689

62 714 706

Operating activities

Total comprehensive income for the year

24 882 357

29 973 983

Net profit for the year

117 571 046

92 688 689

Adjusted for:

Balance at the end of the year

Interest income

Working capital changes

6

Cash generated from operations

R

R
restated

24 882 357

29 973 983

(6 896 126)

(5 884 573)

17 986 231

24 089 410

(6 695 683)

1 861 955

11 290 548

25 951 365

6 896 126

5 884 573

18 186 674

31 835 938

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

18 186 674

31 835 938

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

98 865 844

67 029 906

117 052 518

98 865 844

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
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2011

Net cash inflow from operating activities

Interest income
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2012
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CTCIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

CTCIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 31 March 2012
1.

Accounting policies

1.1

Statement of compliance
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

1.2

Basis of preparation

1.4

Government grants related to income
The funds received from the Department of Trade and Industry ("the dti") for the Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement
Programme (CTCIP) are recognised through the Statement of Comprehensive Income as revenue when they are received.

1.6

Financial instruments
Non-derivative financial assets

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the going concern principle under the historical cost basis. The principal accounting
policies are consistent with those adopted in the previous financial year.

Funds invested in the Money Market

The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.

The fund originally recognises funds invested in the money market on the date that they are originated. Funds invested in the money
market and administered by the Industrial Development Corporation, are classified as non-derivative financial instruments.

International financial reporting standards, amendments and interpretations effective for the first time in the current year:

The fund derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows expire or it transfers the right to receive the
cash flows to the asset in a transaction in which substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the assets are transferred.

Amendment to IAS 24 - Related Party Disclosures (Effective 1 January 2011). This amendment provides partial relief from the requirement
for government-related entities to disclose details of all transactions with the government and other government-related entities. It also
clarifies and simplifies the definition of a related party.
1.3

1.5

Non-derivative financial liability
Accounts payable

Functional and presentation currency

The fund recognises debt securities (bonds, stocks etc.) on the date they are originated.

The financial statements are presented in South African Rands, which is the fund’s functional currency.

Accounts payable are classified as other non-derivative financial instruments. These debt instruments are measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method.

Interest income

The fund derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged, cancelled or expire.

Interest income comprises income on funds invested in money market account balances.

Financial assets and liabilities can be offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position when, and only when, the fund
has a legal right to offset the amounts, and intends either to settle on a net basis or to release the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Interest income is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income as they accrue, using the effective interest method.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note

(CONTINUED)

Note

2.

2012
R

2011
R
restated

9.

117 052 518

98 865 844

For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents
comprise the fund’s balance invested in the money market.
3.

Accounts payable
Provision for audit fees
Provision for management fees

2011
R
restated

39 000 000

34 000 000

2 667 600

2 325 600

117 052 518

98 865 844

Related parties
Nature of relationships
Holding company
Department of Trade and Industry
Fund administrator Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited
Jointly controlled by Department of Trade and Industry and the
Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited

Funds invested in Money Market
Funds invested in the Money Market and administered by
the Industrial Development Corporation.

2012
R

Related party transactions

24 516
24 516
-

6 644 300

Grant funding received

9 500

Department of Trade and Industry

6 634 800
Administration fees paid

4.

Funds received from the Department of Trade and
Industries (the dti) for the Clothing and Textiles
Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP)
The monies received from the dti for the CTCIP Fund are treated as
revenue and are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

Industrial Development Corporation
Related party balances

39 000 000

Money Market on call

34 000 000

Administered by the Industrial Development Corporation
5.

Interest income
Income from funds invested in the Money Market on call and administered
by the Industrial Development Corporation.

6.

Increase in accounts receivable
(Decrease)/Increase in accounts payable

Cash and cash equivalents

(6 695 683)
(75 899)
(6 619 784)
117 052 518

1 861 955

98 865 844

Statement of Financial Position
Funds balance

-

6 634 800

Accounts payable

-

(6 634 800)

-

6 634 800

Statement of Comprehensive Income
Administration fees

Commitments
Commitments in respect of grants approved by the committee
but not yet drawn-down by recipients.

30

Administration fees for prior periods have been adjusted due to information
being received only in 2012.
The correction of the omission results in adjustments as follows:

(467 145)
2 329 100

For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents
comprise the fund’s balance invested in the money market instruments.
8.

Prior period correction

5 884 573

Notes to the Statement of Cash Flows
Working capital changes

7.

10.

6 896 126
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147 640 809

108 752 958
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The administrator is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the annual financial statements of the Production Incentive
Programme (PIP), comprising the statement of financial position at 31 March 2012, and the statements of comprehensive income,
changes in equity and cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the financial statements which include a summary of
significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes, in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards. In addition, the
administrator is responsible for preparing the administrator’s report.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

The administrator is also responsible for such internal control as the administrator determines is necessary to enable the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and for maintaining adequate accounting
records and an effective system of risk management.
The administrator has made an assessment of the ability of the fund to continue as a going concern and has no reason to believe that the
entity will not be a going concern in the year ahead.
The auditor is responsible for reporting on whether the annual financial statements are fairly presented in accordance with the applicable
financial reporting framework.
Approval of the Annual Financial Statements
The annual financial statements of the Production Incentive Programme (PIP), as identified in the first paragraph, were approved by the
fund administrator on 23 July 2012 and signed by:

KM Mamathuba
Head: Development Funds Department

KJ Balepile
Programme Manager: Development Funds Department

Date: 23 July 2012
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PRODUCTION

INCENTIVE

PROGRAMME
(PIP)

Objectives
The main objective with the CTCP is to create a group of globally competitive companies that would ensure a sustainable environment
that will retain and grow employment levels.
Performance of the Fund
The fund balance as at 01 April 2011 amounted to R295 327 673. A total amount of R600 000 000 was received into the fund account over
the period under review. Interest earned on the account was R29 881 498 as at 31 March 2012. A total of 172 (2011: 172) transactions
amounting to R476 368 109 (2011: R569 481 690) were approved by the Projects Approval Panel of the CTCP as at 31 March 2012.
During the period under review a total of R352 933 670 (2011: R112 900 829) was disbursed to beneficiaries of the PIP.
Financial Results
The financial results of the Fund are set out in the attached annual financial statements.

Fund Administrator’s Report
for the year ended 31 March 2012
Background
The Production Incentive Programme (PIP) is part of the overall
Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Programme (CTCP).
The CTCP is a programme of the Department of Trade and
Industry (“the dti”) to stabilise employment and to improve
overall competitiveness in the Clothing, Textiles, Footwear,
Leather & Leather Goods manufacturing industries. The CTCP is
administered by the CTCP Desk at the IDC on behalf of the dti.
The PIP is aimed at structurally changing the Clothing, Textiles,
Footwear, Leather & Leather Goods manufacturing industries
by providing funding assistance to invest in competitiveness
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KM Mamathuba
Head: Development Funds Department
improvement interventions. The purpose of the incentive
programme is to build capacity in manufacturers and in
other areas of the apparel value chain in South Africa to
effectively supply their customers, for example, major retailers,
government and niche markets, both locally and internationally.
The programme aims to grow South African-based clothing,
textile, footwear, leather and leather goods manufacturers to
be globally competitive. Such competitiveness encompasses
issues of cost, quality, flexibility, reliability, adaptability and
the capability to innovate. These interventions will include
activities on equipment, people, products, processes and
market development.

KJ Balepile
Programme Manager: Development Funds Department

Date: 23 July 2012
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INDEPENDENT

AUDITOR’S REPORT

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the
appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion

To the Administrator of the
Production Incentive Programme (PIP)

Funds Administrator’s responsibility for the
Financial Statements

Report on the Financial Statements

The administrator is responsible for the preparation and fair
presentation of these financial statements in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal
control as the fund administrator determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

We have audited the annual financial statements of the
Production Incentive Programme (PIP), which comprise
the statement of financial position at 31 March 2012, and the
statements of comprehensive income, changes in equity and
cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to the financial
statements which include a summary of significant accounting
policies and other explanatory notes, as set out on pages 46 to 49.

In our opinion, these financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Production Incentive
Programme (PIP) at 31 March 2012, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards.
KPMG Inc.

Per Sipho Malaba
Chartered Accountant (SA)
Registered Auditor
Director
Date: 23 July 2012
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PIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

PIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

at 31 March 2012

at 31 March 2012

Note

2012

2011

R

R
(9 months)
restated

Assets

Note

2012

2011

R

R
(9 months)
restated

629 881 498

409 719 840

4

600 000 000

400 000 000

5

29 881 498

9 719 840

373 497 473

126 583 829

20 520 000

13 680 000

43 803

3 000

Grants funding

352 933 670

112 900 829

Net profit for the year

256 384 025

283 136 011

-

-

256 384 025

283 136 011

Income
Funds received from the Department of Trade and Industry
for the Production Incentive Programme (PIP)
Interest Income

Current assets
Funds invested in Money Market

2

Accounts receivable
Total assets

536 989 206
2 555 346
539 544 552

295 327 673
1 491 338
296 819 011

Expenditure
Administration fees
Audit fees

Funds and liabilities

Other comprehensive income

Funds

539 520 036

Funds balance

283 136 011

Total comprehensive income for the year

Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Total equity and liabilities
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24 516

13 683 000

539 544 552

296 819 011
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

for the year ended 31 March 2012

for the year ended 31 March 2012

Note

Note

2012

2011

R

R
(9 months)
restated

Balance at the beginning of the year

283 136 011

-

Operating activities

Total comprehensive income for the year

256 384 025

283 136 011

Net profit for the year

Balance at the end of the year

539 520 036

283 136 011

Adjusted for:

2012

2011

R

R
(9 months)
restated

256 384 025

283 136 011

(29 881 498)

Interest income

226 502 527

Working capital changes

6

211 780 035

Cash generated by operations

12 191 662

285 607 833

29 881 498

9 719 840

241 661 533

295 327 673

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

241 661 533

295 327 673

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

295 327 673

-

536 989 206

295 327 673

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
ctcp annual report 2012

273 416 171

Net cash inflow from operating activities

Interest income

44

(14 722 492)

(9 719 840)

7
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PIP ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012

NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended 31 March 2012
1.

Accounting policies

1.1

Statement of compliance
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

1.2

Basis of preparation

1.4

Government grants related to income
The funds received from the Department of Trade and Industry ("the dti") for the Production Incentive Programme (PIP) are recognised
through the Statement of Comprehensive Income as revenue when they are received.

1.6

Financial instruments
Non-derivative financial assets

The financial statements are prepared in accordance with the going concern principle under the historical cost basis. The principal accounting
policies are consistent with those adopted in the previous financial year.

Funds invested in the Money Market

The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.

The fund originally recognises funds invested in the money market on the date that they are originated. Funds invested in the money
market and administered by the Industrial Development Corporation, are classified as non-derivative financial instruments.

International financial reporting standards, amendments and interpretations effective for the first time in the current year:

The fund derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to the cash flows expire or it transfers the right to receive the
cash flows to the asset in a transaction in which substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the assets are transferred.

Amendment to IAS 24 - Related Party Disclosures (Effective 1 January 2011). This amendment provides partial relief from the requirement
for government-related entities to disclose details of all transactions with the government and other government-related entities. It also
clarifies and simplifies the definition of a related party.
1.3

1.5

Non-derivative financial liability
Accounts payable

Functional and presentation currency

The fund recognises debt securities (bonds, stocks etc.) on the date they are originated.

The financial statements are presented in South African Rands, which is the fund’s functional currency.

Accounts payable are classified as other non-derivative financial instruments. These debt instruments are measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method.

Interest income

The fund derecognises a financial liability when its contractual obligations are discharged, cancelled or expire.

Interest income comprises income on funds invested in money market account balances.

Financial assets and liabilities can be offset and the net amount presented in the statement of financial position when, and only when, the fund
has a legal right to offset the amounts, and intends either to settle on a net basis or to release the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Interest income is recognised in the statement of comprehensive income as they accrue, using the effective interest method.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

(CONTINUED)
Note

2.

Note
2012

2011

R

R
(9 months)
restated

9.

536 989 206

295 327 673

Accounts payable

24 516

13 683 000

Provision for audit fees

24 516

3 000

-

13 680 000

Provision for management fees

Grant funding received
Department of Trade and Industry

600 000 000

400 000 000

20 520 000

13 680 000

536 989 206

295 327 673

Funds balance

-

13 680 000

Accounts payable

-

(13 680 000)

-

13 680 000

Administration fees paid

Funds received from the Department of Trade and
Industries (the dti) for the Production Incentive Programme (PIP)
The monies received from the dti for the PIP Fund are treated as revenue
and are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.

5.

6.

600 000 000

400 000 000

Money Market on call
Administered by the Industrial Development Corporation

29 881 498

9 719 840

Notes to the Statement of Cash Flows
Working capital changes
Increase in accounts receivable
Increase in accounts payable

7.

Related party balances

Interest income
Income from funds invested in the Money Market on call and administered
by the IDC.

Cash and cash equivalents

(14 722 492)

12 191 662

(1 064 008)

(1 491 338)

(13 658 484)

13 683 000)

536 989 206

295 327 673

For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents
comprise the fund’s balance invested in the money market instruments.

10.

Prior period correction
Administration fees for prior periods have been adjusted due to information
being received only in 2012.
The correction of the omission results in adjustments as follows:
Statement of Financial Position

Profit or Loss
Administration fees

8.

48

Commitments
Commitments in respect of grants approved by the committee
but not yet drawn-down by recipients.
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R
(9 months)
restated

Related parties
Nature of relationships

Industrial Development Corporation
4.

R

Related party transactions

For the purpose of the Statement of Cash Flows, cash and cash equivalents
comprise the fund’s balance invested in the money market.
3.

2011

Holding company
Department of Trade and Industry
Fund administrator Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited
Jointly controlled by Department of Trade and Industry and the
Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited

Funds invested in Money Market
Funds invested in the Money Market and administered by
the Industrial Development Corporation.

2012

476 368 109

569 481 690
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SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT CLUSTER
Background
Commencing in June 2010, the Supplier Development Cluster
began a pilot of quick-response practices and behaviour with
a group of four local manufacturing suppliers and Edcon,
South Africa’s largest clothing and footwear retailer. The four
local suppliers in the partnership include Singtex, Celrose,
Seardel and Diva Fashion. Quick Response is a methodology
to enable fashion retailers to quickly react to customer demand
and in-season trends. The project has been initiated with two
primary objectives:
1.
To align the supply chain with the purchasing behaviour of
the customer by using local suppliers thereby enabling the
retailer to have more flexibility and shorter lead times; and
2. To develop the local suppliers and other supply chain
partners’ capabilities to support quick-response
manufacturing and reach world-class production standards.
In order to achieve this objective, we planned to create
innovative processes to transform the management of pre- and
in-season planning and design and increase the speed to market
of garments through the whole supply chain, from manufacturing
to distribution and finally onto the store floor. Quick Response is
a proven methodology, delivering great results for international
retailers such as H&M and the Inditex group.
The use and impact of the CIP grant on the business
The CIP grant (“Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness
Improvement Programme”) has allowed the Supplier
Development Cluster and its members to achieve the
aforementioned objectives through the following:
•
Training (suppliers and retailer personnel)
•
Change management workshops
•
Cross-functional workshops, including supplier and
Edcon personnel, facilitated by international
quick-response experts
•
Contracting subject matter experts (SMEs)
•
Process mapping, process redesign and subsequent
continuous improvements
•
IT software and implementation
•
Project management and administration
As a result of these activities, the Supplier Development Cluster
has reached its project milestones to deliver improved efficiencies
throughout the supply chain (as explained in the next section).
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Improved efficiencies
Buying and Planning
•
Improved cross-functional working in order to streamline
trading practices
•
Merchants and suppliers now share weekly information
on sales and inventories
•
The performance of quick-response garments are now
tracked on an interactive dashboard
•
Improvement in availability (service levels) of
quick-response garments
•
Development of fabric strategies to support the
quick-response supply chain
•
Planned trials of quick-response garments to optimise
bulk buying
•
Clear critical paths to manage the flow of garments
throughout the supply chain
•
Strategic partnership agreements with local
quick-response suppliers
•
Increase in Gross Profit and Gross Margin Return
on Inventory Invested (GMROII)
Manufacturing
•
The period from placement of replenishment orders to
delivery at the DC has decreased dramatically to within
48 hours in most cases
•
Various manufacturing interventions have commenced
in three manufacturing facilities:
•
Manufacturing production flow improvements
•
Additional production lines/factories installed
•
Warehouse optimisation
•
Improved stock management
•
Improved information flow
Supply Chain
•
Quick-response garments now flow through the DC
in a dedicated picking wave
•
Quick-response garments now reach the store floors
within 7 days of receipt at the DC; for many items, the
performance is 4 days
•
Once receipted at the stores, quick-response garments are
unpacked immediately and taken directly to the store floor
to ensure that model stocks are maintained
•
Visual merchandising improvements in stores for displaying
quick-response garments have resulted in increased sales
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The use and benefits of the quick-response model
The quick-response model has delivered the following benefits
for both the retailer and suppliers:
Retailer benefits
•
Strategic and collaborative planning with supply partners
up front, reducing costs associated with poor projections
•
Greater in-season flexibility and responsiveness to
customer demands
•
Optimised distribution and warehousing, reducing waste
and lost sales
•
Edcon has already seen increases in GMROII of
1 to 2 points in some key pilot programmes
Supplier benefits
•
Increased visibility into the retailer’s planning process
and reduced risk of late cancellations
•
Improved fabric management will reduce cost and risk
associated with cancellations
•
Increased business volume and greater stability
•
Reduction in waste and associated costs
•
Development of quick response capability leading
to competitive advantage
•
Increased productivity and efficiencies
•
Improved sell-through and stock turn of supplied items
•
The suppliers in the Supplier Development Cluster
have reported an increase in employment of
218 people (13.1% employment growth) from
June 2010 to February 2012
Based on the improvements and results achieved to date, the
Supplier Development Cluster plans to build on this success
to further support its socio-economic, supplier and retailer key
performance indicators.
Contact Person:
Tel:		
Email:		
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+27 (0) 31 764 6100
Shaun@bmanalysts.com
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EDDELS SHOES
Background
Eddels Shoes was established in 1904 and is thus one of those rare companies that is over one-hundred years old. It was bought by
management, staff and workforce in 2001. Like the rest of the footwear industry it suffered from the onslaught of incentivised Chinese
(and other Eastern) imports as illustrated below:

Use of Incentives
The biggest obstacles to satisfying Retailer fashion requirements are:
•
Obtaining innovation, designs and samples of ‘wanted items’ in time for fashion seasons (these are easily obtained in China
who have produced for the Northern Hemisphere 6 months earlier)
•
Obtaining reasonable prices from local manufacturers who cannot even assemble the component parts at the price that
complete incentivised imports are landed
•
A general lack of understanding by retailers of the complete pipeline/value-chain costs of imports and their cash flow
and ROI implications

Imports, Exports, Local manufacture & Net Store Purchases in SA
220 000
200 000
180 000
160 000
140 000

SA Made
Imports
Exports
Net in SA

120 000
100 000
Imports

80 000

In anticipation of this Eddels has laid down a line for the manufacture of fashion footwear made of synthetic (non-leather) materials
(hitherto almost all imported), using the competitiveness funds provided through the PIP and CIP Programmes as part of the Clothing
and Textiles Competitiveness Programme.

Eddels has used the Competitiveness and Production Incentives as follows:
•
To offset the high costs of innovation for the relatively small orders from local retailers, Eddels applied incentives to Moulds,
Lasts and knives
•
To improve competitiveness and move into higher fashion with synthetic materials, Grants were used to obtain
state-of-art equipment
Results
The results of these investments are best shown in pairage increases bearing in mind that there is a difference in Summer (sandals) and
Winter (boots).

60 000
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_

Rather than joining many industry players in the rush to low-price importing, Eddels sought to counter the resultant attrition by improving
productivity and service to preserve employment and suppliers to the industry. Eddels has made extensive use of incentives provided by
the IDC to this end. Local footwear manufacture reached its nadir in 2005. Partly through Eddels efforts, (its CEO headed SAFLIA in a
drive for local retail support), there has been uplift since to double that production in 2010/11.
Because of considerable improvement in productivity this increased pairage has not resulted in a doubling of jobs in the industry, but the
slide has been stemmed and modest growth in employment engendered.
Using its unique quick response manufacturing and merchandise replenishment systems, Eddels has concentrated on fostering greater
Retail support for local production by reducing pipeline and value chain costs. Supply chain efficiencies should enable Retailers to afford
higher input costs from local manufacture while actually producing better returns-on-investment than imports by:
•
Reducing markdowns of stock (inevitable with once-off imported bulk purchases)
•
Reducing upfront cash requirements for imports (as much as 6 months before on-sale)
•
Reducing risks of purchasing items that might be mismatched to market needs
•
Increasing sales by always having correct merchandise (styles, sizes materials colours) in stock
Eddels believed that support of the concept would drive up local sales and employment.
South African Retailers (who have been employing 200,000 Chinese footwear workers daily for their imported off-take), have been slow in
responding up until now. But pending support, sponsored by the dti and IDC, in the form of Quick Response Clusters in which Retailers
are participants, should see rapid uptake of locally-made merchandise shortly.
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Pairages at Eddels indexed on Winter 2010:
Winter 2010

Summer 2010

Winter 2011

Summer 2011

Winter 2012 to date

100

110

115

148

112

Winter 2011 showed a pairage increase of 15% on Winter 2010
Summer 2011 pairs grew by 48% on Winter 2010 and 35% on Summer 2010
(Note: Winter is traditionally smaller in pairage sales than summer, but Winter 2012 has generally been poorer for Retailers as a whole.)
This increased pairage thus generated by the ‘Synthetic Line’ in anticipation of the final establishment of the IDC-supported
Foschini/Eddels Quick Response Design and Manufacturing Cluster (registered as “The Fast Track Cluster”), has seen
the following jobs created:
Operations
Clicking (cutting) & Closing (stitching)

New Jobs

Location

44

SME on Site

Handlacing

6

SME on site

Contract Employees

25

Eddels

Trainees – Design & Production

24

SETA facility on site

Total

99

Staff

New Jobs

Location

Production Manager – Synthetics

1

Eddels

Designer/Customer Liaison

1

Eddels

Designer

1

Eddels

Footwear Technologist (Bottom stock)

1

Eddels

Merchandise Supply Chain Manager

1

Eddels

Total

5

The implementation of the Cluster will mean:
•
The updating of design methodology through CAD equipment and systems
•
Increased volumes from the Retailers, and
•
Many more jobs
In addition to employment offered to skilled and retrenched workers, the Cluster’s Design and Technology Demonstration Centre
(combined with Eddels Training Centre – accredited by both SETA and the Department of Education), will form a hub for revival of the
industry as a whole in KZN through the use of latest technologies to improve time and efficiencies in design and production. At least
12 designers and footwear technicians and 40 production trainees will be accommodated annually.
Examples of the additional product design and manufacture capabilities in Eddels, facilitated by installation of equipment and technology
obtained through the CTCP programmes are illustrated below.
Contact Person:
Tel:		
Email:		
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SADDLER BELTS & LEATHERCRAFT (Pty) Ltd
Please see our website at: www.saddlerbelts.co.za
Saddler Belts & Leathercraft (Pty) Ltd was created in 1991 in
Durban South Africa. It manufactures belts that are worn as
apparel. From a humble family-run business, Saddler Belts
initially grew on the back of increased sales to the retail chain
stores, and has expanded its offering to many other sectors.
It supplies most retail chains in South Africa and its African
footprint is ever expanding. Our long association with the larger
retailers has created an environment at Saddler of consistent
quality, quick turnaround times and tailoring the end products to
meet their needs.
Saddler has a growing independent store customer base,
supplying upmarket smart and casual belts, as well as exotic
leather belts to tourist-orientated shops.
Our flexibility is also highly regarded by promotions and
uniform companies.
Saddler has successfully supplied private and government tenders.
We pride ourselves on exceptional levels of customer service
and in line with this also offer custom styles to clients who
would like to design and develop ranges specifically for
their needs.
It is still a family-run business, but has a strong management
team that enhances the levels of professionalism, together with
all our staff. Staff development and training is ongoing.
As a member of the South African business community, Saddler
is committed to principles of Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment and Employment Equity.
Saddler plans to grow in both the South African market and also
to expand sales into Africa and selected international markets.
Saddler Belts is a Level 5 B-BBEE contributor and we are in the
process of updating our rating through an accredited service
provider. As in other areas of Saddler Belts, we hope to Kaizen
(‘Continuous Improvement’ in Japanese) this rating; a Level 4
would make us more compliant.
We believe in continuous improvement in all parts of our
business. We are a member of the KZN CTC and see
this as an excellent partnership on our journey to be a
World Class Manufacturer.
Saddler Belts has been a member of the Durban Chamber of
Commerce for over 20 years.
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The Use & Impact of the Production Incentive Grant on
Saddler Belts
As per the Production Incentive Guidelines of May 2010, the
main aim of the Production Incentive is to assist industry in
upgrading processes, products and people. Saddler has made
use of both the upgrade grant facility and the interest subsidy for
working capital. Saddler has also more recently been part of the
Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement Programme
(CTCIP). Saddler has used about 70% of its allocated funds from
the first year, so far.

Our recent award ceremony, where our director handed
out well-deserved awards for achievements in
World Class Manufacturing efforts – 27 July 2012
About 30% of our workforce also had ABET training last
year, through an outside training provider. Again people were
rewarded and were given recognition for passing from one ABET
level (numeracy/literacy) to the next. This has already begun for
this year, with a similar number of people being trained. This
requires that workers are being trained every day of the week, on
a rotational basis, during the ABET training process.

The above interventions have all assisted in:
• Upgrading equipment;
• Developing people;
• Improving manufacturing processes;
• Optimising materials used; or
• Developing new products.

The duration is a few months. It involves outside trainers for oneon-one tutoring, and shop-floor workers also sit at a computer
to run through the exercises. This has been a great way for
Saddler to improve the base knowledge that all World Class
Companies would require of their workers, so that they can be
truly empowered.

Upgrading equipment

Saddler’s involvement with the KZN CTC has also been a good
learning experience for the management and supervisors. It
has enabled us to network with other companies, and learn and
share ideas with one another. It has meant that we have been
fortunate to visit plants such as Eddels Shoes, Celrose, Dyefin,
Smiths Manufacturing and other plants, to see what they have
achieved, and learn from them.

Saddler Belts has bought, and been reimbursed through the PIP;
6 machines for our production facility. This has replaced aging
machines and also brought new technologies to the shop-floor.
This has resulted in increased efficiencies (less downtime and
process improvements) and being able to offer a wider range
of belts to the industry. Some equipment was also procured for
our newly established training centre. The training centre has
facilitated internal training and external training (ABET) providers
have also utilised this area. It will also facilitate a peer review
session of the CTCIP, which Saddler will host on 21 August 2012.
This will enable other companies who are part of the CTCIP to
see our facility and what has been achieved at Saddler. This is
also an opportunity to learn from one another, in terms of our
journey towards World Class Manufacturing.
Developing people
Saddler is now part of the CTCIP cluster, and it is
developing all of our people, in understanding and practicing
World Class Manufacturing concepts. It is also teaching them the
importance of measurement in various areas of the shop-floor.
An external consultant has been working with various people,
by training them and encouraging them to “own”
World Class Manufacturing. Saddler is visited every Thursday
for the whole day, and visible changes can be seen on the
shop-floor. The Saddler Belts Board has decided on a quarterly
review of the initiatives on the shop-floor, and people are given
recognition for their efforts, in the form of an award ceremony,
which all staff at Saddler recently attended.

Improving manufacturing processes
Through the Production Incentive, Saddler Belts purchased new
software that has assisted with controlling stock, manufacturing
processes and reporting. This system went live in March 2012,
so some tweaking of the system is still required, but it is
already having many benefits. Some of the new machines
that were purchased also allow for improved processes and
improved efficiencies. The CTCIP has also been instrumental
in encouraging our own workers to improve manufacturing
processes in the areas they work in. A real understanding of
key World Class Manufacturing concepts has been gained and
continues to be reinforced. Training has been provided in 5s
(keeping areas continually clean and organised); 7 Wastes (all of
the 7 identified production wastes are reduced/eliminated) and
shop-floor visual management has begun in earnest. Training has
been followed up with exercises and reinforcement. People are
really beginning to have World Class habits and an improved way
of thinking about how they work. They are working smarter, not
harder. There is a pride permeating all over the shop-floor! Some
of the new machines have also aided in increasing the pride and
working smarter.
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CAPE PRODUCE COMPANY
Optimising materials used

Summary

Background:

Material use has been optimised through the new production
control software and the training provided through the CTCIP.
One of the new machines has also enabled us to better organise
our raw material stores, because it enables us to stack materials
in a more effective and more efficient manner. This also
facilitates better controls of stock, in the raw material store.
This has been good from a customer point of view.

If the PIP and the CIP programmes can do as much as they have
for Saddler Belts in the past year, it is felt that our industry will
truly be improved to the point where we can compete with any
company in the world on an equal footing. The benefits will be
seen in the people we employ and the new jobs that are created.
It will also contribute to improve South Africa’s trade balance, as
we are increasingly able to offer improved products to the rest
of the world, particularly selling to our up-and-coming Africanlion neighbours.

Cape Produce Company started out, some 90 years ago,
as a Hides and Skins trading company in South Africa. As
a family-owned business that prides itself on growth and
innovation, Cape Produce Company (CPC) has evolved into
what is now one of the largest hides and skin tanneries in
Southern Africa. The company currently employs more than
200 people at its premises in Port Elizabeth and through
continued investment in both people and technology is able
to meet the needs of both its suppliers and customers in a
changing global industry. The tannery focuses on ensuring
that the maximum potential for each of its product lines is
obtained; ensuring competitiveness and growth in a market
often defined by low margins and scarcity of raw material.

Unfortunately, some customers deviate too much from their
forecasts (up or down) in terms of requirements, leading to some
problems of supply. These usually occur with short lead times.
A recent example where we have been fortunate, in no short
measure to our World Class Manufacturing efforts, is where we
were able to fulfil an order 1 000% higher than the forecasted
weekly call-off and delivered the goods in less than a week
turnaround time (from order placement to delivery, 3 days).
This is mostly seen from the local South African retailers, so
stronger strategic alliances with them would be beneficial.
The dti could possibly facilitate this.
Developing new products
New products have been developed, based on some of the
new machines that have been bought. This has translated to
increased sales and retailers tend to make more use of local
suppliers, if we can provide a solution to most of their product
challenges. It has meant that when new trends are seen,
we can provide most of the products that are trending in the
marketplace. The machines purchased and the World Class
concept of encouraging workers to be multi-skilled, also allow
for the company to be more flexible in what it can offer.
Improved Efficiencies
Although there have to be improved efficiencies at Saddler Belts
(with initial estimates), the Production Incentive and the CTCIP
have encouraged an increase in measurement. Monthly KPIs
are now generated, relating to all relevant parts of Saddler. The
journey is too new to provide adequate figures, but this should
be possible by the next report. The environment in the South
African retail industry has been tough in recent months, but
Saddler has been using this time to train our people and making
us more competitive. It is fantastic to have a management team
that are fully supportive of the process and a board of directors
that encourage this growth towards a stronger and more
efficient Saddler Belts. Corporate Governance is also high
on the agenda.
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The stakeholders for Saddler Belts wish to thank the various
groups and individuals at the dti and the IDC for their efforts
to support us in this endeavour. A note of thanks must also go
to B&M Analysts in their facilitation of the KZN CTC and of the
CTCIP programme. The MD of Saddler Belts attended a 3-day
workshop on fast fashion/quick response, facilitated by Justin
Barnes. One of the retailers also had representation, so it is
great that various parties can see the potential in this. It will
mean that local South African retailers will be more responsive
to their customer requirements by buying local and getting vastly
improved lead times. The proof can be seen in the financial
results of some of the European retailers that have bought from
closer regional manufacturers (fast fashion/quick response).
A recent development is that some of these European retailers
have come to South Africa.
We look forward to seeing the good work happening in the
Cape CTC, as some of us have been invited down on
13/14 September 2012, to see the progress at some of
their firms; again another learning opportunity.
A last thank-you must also go to the Department of Trade &
Industry and the Department of Economic Development for their
efforts in obtaining a recent directive that all municipalities and
government departments must buy from local suppliers.
We request that these two departments take the lead in sending
any tenders for belts directly to Saddler Belts & Leathercraft
(Pty) Ltd. If we stand a chance to tender for more business,
we will then have greater employment opportunities. We invite
anyone from one of these departments and others to come and
see real nation building. It will be great to see us now, and then
return when we have many tenders – the excitement has really
grown at Saddler Belts. We will require more space and more
great people.
You have made a difference at Saddler Belts.
Contact Person:
Tel:		
Email:		

Andrew Fenwick
+27 (0) 31 569 3951
production@saddlerbelts.co.za

•

CPC operates both a wet-blue and pickling plant
ensuring the hide requirements of automotive and
furniture leather manufacturers together with the
skin requirements of shoe, lining, handbag and
garment manufacturers are met in both the local
and international markets

The use and impact of the Production Incentive Grant
on the business:
The Production Incentive enabled the company to allocate
capital to areas of growth that would not otherwise have
been possible. Prior to the PI approximately 15-20% of all
hides purchased by CPC were sold on a wet-salted (raw)
basis. Following productive discussions with both the dti
and IDC it became apparent that there was a need to
beneficiate this product further in South Africa and limit
the export of raw material. Based on detailed business
and production planning it was evident that CPC, together
with the help of the dti and IDC, would be able to lift its
production capacity by 30% through purchasing additional
equipment; all within the current footprint of the tannery.
The PI enabled CPC to obtain world-leading tanning
equipment to not only increase the production of hides
within the tannery; but also to improve the net yield and
quality of products produced. New drums to lift capacity;
coupled with new machinery to dry, spread and split hides
have all contributed to ensuring the success of the company
and tanning industry in South Africa for years to come.
Contact Person:
Tel:		
Email:		

Stan Blumberg
+27 (0) 41 461 1515
stanberg@capeproduce.co.za
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CAPE CLOTHING & TEXTILES CLUSTER
Introduction

Industry Overview

At a global level, firms in the clothing and textiles industry have
come up against a host of competitive pressures as a result
of progressive trade liberalisation among a number of large
producing and consuming economies; most notably, China. The
challenge of low-cost competition in such a highly commoditised
market has made innovative evolution of value-adding processes
and the implementation of new technologies and skills an
increasing necessity. Clothing and textiles are some of the most
tradable commodities in the global market space, and are thus
extremely sensitive to a country’s trading regime. As such, the
tendency towards increased trade liberalisation has had major
competitive implications for all producers and processes within
the apparel value chain (Morris and Barnes, 2008: 2).

The recent turbulence in global markets has left the South
African clothing and textiles industries particularly vulnerable.
A substantial textiles and wearing apparel import basket, coupled
with a weakened Rand, have simultaneously put strain on the
industries’ trade balance, while employment levels have suffered
correspondingly. The present crisis is therefore all the more
pressing, given the sector’s intensive employment of low-skilled
labour as a factor of production, and thus, its importance to the
South African economy.

In South Africa, the performance of domestic manufacturers
has buckled under such pressures, inducing a worsening trade
balance for the industry as buyers and retailers progressively
looked towards imports to supply growing local demand.
Insofar as it experienced substantial growth from 2001 to 2007,
the domestic market in fact represents a lost opportunity to
domestic producers, who failed to take advantage of the growth.
However, the “uneven” playing fields of global competitors who
receive substantial support through economic tools, rebates,
taxes and institutions mean that ideally, the South African
clothing and textiles industry requires government support
that is market neutral, and that also strengthens the value
chain in respect of servicing both domestic and international
market demands.
In recognition of the South African clothing and textiles industry’s
substantially stronger footing in the domestic, relative to the
international market, and the shift of domestic retailers towards
the concepts of fast fashion and lean retailing (requiring greater
levels of domestic purchasing from world-class manufacturers
capable of producing smaller batch runs with significantly shorter
lead times), it is clear that support for firm-level upgrading in line
with domestic market requirements should take precedence.
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Since 2005, the domestic market has experienced substantial
growth, creating an opportunity for domestic producers who
nonetheless failed to capitalise on the substantial increase
in domestic consumption of apparel and textiles products.
Instead, a steady flow of imports have served to displace local
production, resulting in a continued course of deterioration for
the industry. The imposition of quotas over the period 2007
to 2008 proved largely ineffective against the surge of lowcost substitutes. The present clothing manufacturing business
model does not therefore match the capabilities required by
Fast Fashion retailers, and as such South African manufacturers
have not been able to compete, despite the long lead times on
products coming out of the East, for domestic market share.
The potential socio-economic benefits associated with the
sector are substantial, despite its present battered state. In 1999,
seasonally adjusted real values of combined sales of textiles,
knitted or crocheted products and wearing apparel amounted to
R41.7 billion. Ten years later, this figure had decreased to less
than R34 billion in real terms (Statistics South Africa). Likewise,
indexed production in volume has declined (see Figure 1).
South African producers’ inability to capture the domestic
market represents a huge opportunity lost in the face of the
catastrophic increase in imported apparel goods from China
and other low-cost producers. The industry is facing a crisis
point, one which requires the resolving of the fracture point that
exists between domestic retailers and producers, as well as the
substantial upgrading of both textiles and clothing capabilities
with government support.
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Figure 2: Production performance of the South African clothing
and textiles industries in real sales values, 1998 - 2008
Real sales values (2008 base year)
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Figure 1: Production performance of the South African
clothing and textiles industry since 1998
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Production and employment trends
The clothing and textiles industries have experienced declining
production since 1998. Inflation adjusted figures indicate that,
in value terms, output has decreased from R42.9 billion in
1998 to R33.9 billion in 2008 (taking into account values for
textiles, other textiles products, knitted or crocheted items and
wearing apparel) as indicated in Appendix B. Local production
of clothing is concentrated on high-quality items for the
middle and high ends of the domestic market. South Africa
is similar to the international environment in that its domestic
market is dominated by major retail chains such as Truworths,
Woolworths, Foschini and Edcon, commanding 70% of market
share (Barnes et al, 2007: 15).
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An estimated 1,035 firms are evenly distributed across the
formal and informal sectors, of which 33.5% operate out of
KwaZulu-Natal and 29.1% in the Western Cape (IDC, 2009a: 4).
The clothing industry’s contribution of only 0.4% to GDP in 2008
is relatively marginal.
Apparel sales have gradually declined from a value of
R18.4 billion in 1999, to R15.2 billion in 2008 (Statistics
South Africa, 2008). The poor performance of apparel
production in volume terms is evident in the indexed
production volume graph above, and echoes the
downward trend in value of clothing for the period.

2000

2002

2004

2006

Notwithstanding its limited impact on GDP, the clothing
industry in South Africa contributes 7.2% of total manufacturing
employment in the economy. Over the 2003 to 2008 period,
clothing and textiles employment decreased by annual averages
of 4.8% and 3.5% respectively, although these changes have
occurred off significantly different bases (IDC, 2009a: 1). As at
June 2008, the clothing industry employed approximately 68,708
people; substantially less than the 80,576 that were employed
in clothing manufacture in 2006. Employment in textiles was
approximately 46,947 in 2006 (National Bargaining Council data).
The associated socio-economic effects for the country if
employment levels are allowed to continue their decline are
substantial, with this percentage decline equating to a loss of
over 20,000 jobs from the clothing industry alone since 2003
(IDC, 2009a: 3). To date, 131 clothing firms have shut down
in the last three years due to increased import penetration
of Chinese products, while illegal imports have served to
exacerbate the problem.
Domestic market performance
Domestic demand for clothing and textiles products, combined,
increased in real terms (2008 base year) from R46.2 billion
in 2004 to a peak of R 49.6 billion in 2006, before declining
through 2007 to R37 billion in 2008. This represented a drop
of 25% on 2006 levels of domestic demand. Clothing demand,

2008
particularly suffered over the same period. Higher interest rates
and the present financial crisis have placed downward pressure
on domestic demand, given its elasticity in terms of disposable
income. Nonetheless, demand for 2008 excluded, the average
increase in domestic demand has occurred in conjunction with a
massive decrease in production as discussed above, indicating
that the surplus requirement has been met by imported goods.
Import penetration levels in the clothing sector are roughly 38%,
but are forecast to increase to 52% by 2012 (IDC, 2009a: 6).
This suggests that increasing domestic demand will continue
to be supported by imports, should the industry not respond
appropriately. Local manufacturers’ failure to capture market
share will therefore continue to represent an opportunity lost.
Quick Response Retailer Model
While the performance forecast for clothing and textiles appears
dire, clear opportunities emerge when reflecting on recent
international retailer developments. Present international trade
conditions and evidence from Northern hemisphere retailers
suggest that the prevalent retail strategy of buying cheap imports
in order to secure higher retail margins is likely to become a less
viable strategic option for South African retailers. Price is clearly
no longer the single determinant of competitiveness in the
clothing and textiles industry. Other factors, such as lead times
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to market, throughput times and strategic inventory holdings,
all contribute to a firm’s competitiveness, and are increasingly
considered in the purchasing decisions of major international
retailers such as Zara and Hennes & Mauritz, which represent
the benchmark in modern retailing. While the South African
clothing manufacturing industry is uncompetitive in its deficit
of skills, technology and high labour costs relative to Asian
competitors, the emergence of “Fast Fashion” as a superior
retailing strategy offers domestic manufacturers a new base on
which to build a sustainable competitive advantage. As such,
South African manufacturers can respond to domestic market
demands with a speed and flexibility that Chinese manufacturers
cannot – assuming that cooperation along the value chain is
achieved and retailer-manufacturer partnerships are forged.
Compelling production opportunities therefore exist where
retailers factor the cost of inflexibility and scale sensitivity into
their sourcing decisions, using a measurement tool referred to
as Gross Margin Return on Inventory Investment (GMROI). A
higher GMROI is achieved through higher inventory turns due
to frequent small production batches that are more tailored
to customer demand. This implies that retailers can achieve

higher margins by shifting their reliance from large-scale Asian
producers onto domestic producers with shorter lead times
and more flexible production processes, where these are
available. As such, local firms need to build capacity in order to
take advantage of the major opportunities that are presenting
themselves in the domestic market, as a result of the emergence
of fast fashion practices.
The opportunities for enhanced fast fashion best practices in
the South African industry become apparent to retailers when
they create a 56-day supplier lead time, encompassing product
design, product development, manufacturing, and distribution
to stores. This requires exceptional value chain reliability and
high stock turns. Prior research conducted by B&M Analysts
on behalf of the Cape and KwaZulu-Natal Clothing and Textiles
Clusters in 2008 suggests that little is being undertaken to move
in this direction. In fact, as highlighted in Figure 3, the average
lead time for a South African retailer when purchasing garments
from South Africa is 142 days relative to 167 days when
purchasing the same garments from China.

Figure 3: Comparative Lead times: Zara, SA firms and China
Comparative lead times: Zara relative to South Africa retailers when
sourcing locally and from China (2008, n=6)

Zara

China

SA
Source: Barnes (2009)
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This 25-day differential is clearly insufficient to differentiate local
manufacturers from their Asian counterparts in the sourcing
decisions of South African retailers. A strikingly different
scenario presents itself when one compares Zara’s ‘fast fashion’
purchasing model with the South African standards presently
achieved. At an average of only 22 days, Zara is able to extract
major market advantages from its sourcing of higher cost
garments from primarily Spain and Portugal (countries where
garment workers earn in excess of R6,000 per month). Work
completed through the Cape and KwaZulu-Natal Clothing and
Textiles Clusters suggests that unless the South African lead
time is substantially reduced (preferably to an average of
56 days), South African clothing and textiles manufacturers will
struggle to sustainably out-compete imports when selling into
the domestic market. The magnitude of both the opportunity and
threat facing the domestic industry in this regard is presented in
Table 1. As revealed, Zara makes substantially more money for

its shareholders than evident at South African retailers, with this
evident in terms of its Gross Margin (secured because of limited
discounting levels) and stock turn performance. Unsurprisingly,
then, Zara’s parent company, Inditex, generated a GMROI1 of 5.8
in 2007, whilst the average for South African retailers was only
3.4. This means that for every Rand invested in merchandise
for retail, the typical South African retailer generated cash of
R3.20 in 2008, or R2.40 that would have been generated if they
turned their stock and secured the margins of Inditex. To do so,
however, South African retailers are required to fundamentally
improve their own internal product design and development
processes, whilst working with garment manufacturers and
CMTs to reduce their own lead times. Finally, South African
retailers need to enter into strategic partnerships with local and
international textile mills to ensure fabric is readily available for
their selected garment manufacturers and CMTs so as to be able
to respond to market sales immediately.

Table 1: A comparison of the Zara/Inditex performance relative to the South African retailer average
Key Performance Indicator

Zara/Inditex

SA Average

Difference

Year on year sales growth – %

18.9 (03-07)

17.2 (04-08)

1.7%

Gross margin (after discounts)

13.4%

56.7%

43.3%

Stock turn – on sales

10.3

8.2

2.1

GMROI

5.8

3.4

2.4

On time supplier delivery reliability – %

98.9

60.4

38.5%

Total garment lead time (excluding fabric for Zara*) –
days

21.5

142.0

120.5 days

Garment assembly lead time – days

7.5

29.6

22.1 days

Design and development lead time – days

9.0

47.1

38.1 days

*Zara purchases a significant portion of its fabric on a seasonal basis, and does not therefore include fabric lead times in its total garment assembly lead time.

Source: Barnes (2009)
Key to closing the major supply chain differences evident at
the world’s leading retailers relative to their South African
counterparts is advanced manufacturing capabilities being in
place at the South African manufacturers. It is only on this basis
that the South African industry has substantial opportunity
to improve on its present market performance. With retailers
becoming far more demanding in terms of their delivery
reliability, price, quality, lead time flexibility and conformance to
standards requirements, a shift to a development of a “culture
of manufacturing” is required within the industry, in line with the
principles of World Class Manufacturing.

GMROI=

GROSS MARGIN X 100

1
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The importance of World Class Manufacturing (WCM)
Where improved retail performance is driven by the principles
of lean retailing and fast fashion, manufacturing functions
gain efficiency through the adoption of the principles of World
Class Manufacturing. In so doing, clothing manufacturers,
textiles mills and CMTs are enabled to substantially advance
their competitiveness, thereby differentiating their products
and performance from Asian competitors. An adherence to
WCM practices and processes results in more rapid stock
turnover, thereby driving up a firm’s return on assets, whilst
also substantially improving its reliability, quality, flexibility, and
innovation capabilities. Where manufacturers have developed
Just-In-Time (JIT) capabilities, Total Quality Management (TQM)

X COGS STOCK TURN
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and continuous improvement (CI) processes; the three
complementary components of WCM, firms are more efficiently
able to take advantage of market opportunities, because the
necessary operational requirements of speed and flexibility are
inherently in place. In short, the principles embedded within
WCM offer substantial opportunities for South African clothing
and textiles manufacturers to reclaim domestic market share.
CCTC Overview
This section aims to provide an overview of the Cape Clothing
and Textiles Cluster’s (CCTC) purpose, highlights, operating
environment, funding sources and key activities.

•
•

Playing a pivotal role for sector knowledge that has
contributed to the formation of the industry’s production
incentive (R1.6bn for industry)
Assisted member companies in accessing the
production incentive

Operating Environment:
The CCTC is strategically located to effectively fulfil industry goals
and deliverables. On a regular basis, the CCTC engages with a
wide range of industry participants and stakeholders. This assists
in ensuring that any changes and strategies are driven holistically
through the whole sector value chain, rather than focusing on one

Each of these will be considered in turn:
Purpose:
•
•
•
•

Supporting the competitive capabilities of the Clothing,
Textiles and Footwear Industry in the Western Cape
Established in 2005
Industry-owned and initiative-driven
Independently facilitated

Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Repeated unqualified audits
Creating a governance structure with broad
value chain representation
Over 12 000 employees represented (excl. retail)
and participating
Extensive training materials, including the Manufacturing
Excellence Resource pack (MERP)
The only operational database in the country, with extensive
international data
Training of over 4 000 individuals, predominantly from a
PDI background
Ran three national retailer-manufacturer-government Imbizos
Saved the industry at least R24 million in terms of waste
(as defined in WCM and based on 9 out of a potential
68 indicators)
Undertaken substantial domestic and international research on
the quick response/fast fashion retail model. This has resulted
in the development of a manufacturing-retail model for SA
This work has developed into two Fast Fashion vertical
clusters and two vertical programmes, and are central
to the future sustainability of the industry
Leveraged an additional R1.5m for projects run by other
agencies from international agencies (such as the ILO project)
Leveraged an additional R12 million from 2011 to 2014
from IDC for members participating in the CCTC CTCIP
for individual expert support

CCTC Resources:
The CCTC derives funding from various sources,
including membership fees, retailer fees and donations,
Industrial Development Corporation funding and Western Cape
Provincial Government Funding.
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CCTC Funders

CCTC Activity Overview:

CCTC Competitiveness Improvement Programme (CTCIP)

•
•
•
•

The CCTC, as a Section 21 Company, is responsible for a host
of different activities and functions. The figure below aims
to provide an adequate overview of these activities and the
associated funding resource allocated to these activities. As per
new Western Cape Government regulations and Guidelines,
all WCPG funding is directed towards a specific project with
different deliverable areas. The remainder of the funding is
mainly used to finance the management and operational running
costs of the cluster, as mandated by the cluster’s institutional
structure. Nonetheless, all the activities and services delivered
by the cluster are interrelated and built upon the same culture
and methodology. No function or service is mutually exclusive
from any other function or service. The main reasoning behind
this stems from the cluster’s vision in driving and influencing the
industry as a whole, rather than focusing on specific sections
within the value chain.

The CCTC’s Clothing and Textiles Competitiveness Improvement
Programme (CTCIP) was launched in July 2011 and currently
consists of 9 participating firms. The programme is jointly funded
by the individual firms and the IDC. The objective of the Cluster’s
CTCIP is to build the competitiveness of member firms through
the creation of lean principle awareness and coaching, as well as
lean engineering support. Also, the interventions to be facilitated
should contribute towards ensuring that the participating firms
conform to the manufacturing principles required for Quick
Response retailing, where quick and flexible supply chains
are a necessity.

All Members
Western Cape Provincial Government
Retailers
IDC

“Growth and Competitiveness Enhancement of the Western Cape C&T Sector”

WCPG Funding

Clustering

Enterprise Development

Best Practice Study Tour

State of the Industry
Workshop

Benchmarking

SME Development

International Benchmarks

WCM Workshop Series

Skills Development

Market Access
& Development

TRACE Training

Quick Response Training
Retail and Manufacturer
Engagement and Tours

WCM Study Tour Series

Other Funding
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This comprehensive programme includes the following
main activities:
Upfront Management Workshops: These initial training
workshops are aimed at introducing the programme to
executives, as well as introducing the core principles of
World Class Manufacturing (WCM). These workshops
ensure that management fully understands the programme
methodology, which allows changes to be driven from the
top down.
Capacity Building Training Modules: These training modules
are covered during the first year of the four year programme.
The modules are:
•
Module 1: Overview of WCM, Visual Performance
Management & Change Management
•
Module 2: Measurement and Management – KPI creation
•
Module 3: Problem Solving Tools and Techniques
•
Module 4: 5S/CANDO
•
Module 5: VSM/MIFA
•
Module 6: TQM
•
Module 7: TPM
•
Module 8: Improvement Ideas Programmes
Expert Support: This activity involves having expert consultants
deliver practical assistance to firms in identifying areas of
inefficiencies, training the firms to identify wastes, providing the
tools to solve problems and assisting firms in achieving improved
levels of WCM efficiency.

Financial Access

AGM

CCTC CTCIP Activities:

Newsletters

International Research Tours

QR Stakeholder Development

Library

CTCIP

QR Model Development

Best Practice Factory Tour: Once annually, the participating
firms are taken to a best practice manufacturing facility. This
allows firms to experience WCM principles first hand.

Peer Group Sessions: Once every quarter, the cluster facilitates
a Peer Group session, where all CTCIP firms get together
to present their progress and also share their experiences in
respect of particular issues or challenges. This cross-learning
is crucial to the ultimate success of the programme and also
aligned to the clustering methodology and goals in aiming to
uplift industry, rather than focusing on individual firms.
The programme has been well received by the firms and
efficiencies are already being recognised after only one year of
involvement in the programme, even though the first year of the
programme mostly involved laying the groundwork for larger
type improvements.
CCTC CTCIP Successes:
As the first year of the CTCIP programme officially ended in
June 2012, a review of the successes to date is appropriate.
In doing so, it is important to keep in mind that the first year of
the programme was designed to lay the foundations for future
interventions. This entailed ensuring management buy-in as
well as introducing a large staff complement to an entire new
way of thinking and doing; an especially difficult task noting that
outdated production principles have been deeply entrenched
over a number of years.
Nonetheless, the following successes have been achieved:
•
More than 500 people trained in Lean/WCM Thinking
across all participant organisations
•
100% of Executives Trained in Lean/WCM Thinking
•
More than 1 000 non-value-adding waste items identified
•
50% of identified waste items addressed
•
100% of firms have developed Lean/WCM
Deployment Plans
•
100% of firms have well established and functioning
Lean Teams
CCTC CTCIP KPIs:
All CTCIP firms are benchmarked annually, as this forms the
basis of measuring project-related improvements on a high level.
This also allows for comparing benchmark data attained prior to
the launch of the CTCIP programme in July 2011 and subsequent
benchmark data attained within the first year of the programme.
The next figure considers the annual growth rates of three
KPIs, namely Sales Revenue, Employment and Value Added
per Employee.
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NINIAN & LESTER

CTCIP Average Firm YoY Growth Rates 2
2010/11 - 2011/12
Sales Revenue
N=7
Employment
N=6
Value Add per Employee
N=6

Background
9.01%

3.61%

5.95%

Value add per employee
Employment
Sales Revenue

Source: B&M Analysts Benchmarking Database (2012)3
The graph clearly highlights that the average CCTC CTCIP firm realised sales growth of around 9% from 2010/11 to 2011/12, compared
to an industry average growth rate per firm of around -3.79%4 (B&M Analysts Benchmark Database, 2012). Employment increased by
3.61% on average, while the Value Added per Employee statistic also indicates a marked improvement.
The sample comprises a mix of Clothing, CMT and Textile firms. For this reason, growth rates were calculated as firm averages.
The sample sizes differ due to the fact that not all the data was received back from the respective firms at the time of report submission.
4
Average growth rate of firm within the industry, comprising CMT, Clothing and Textile firms.
2
3

Ninian & Lester is a vertically operated textile and clothing
manufacturing operation, which was founded in 1936. In 1951
it was awarded the South African franchise for the worldrenowned American Jockey brand and launched their first
menswear ranges shortly afterwards. In the mid-1980s, the
ladieswear range was introduced and the brand has continued to
grow to the point where it is currently the dominant underwear
brand in Southern Africa with over 90% of the product and its
raw materials still manufactured in South Africa.
In 1965 the company diversified into the production of knitted
fabrics with the opening of a textile factory in Pinetown. Our
main reason for doing this was to secure our own supply
base in respect of raw material for garment manufacture.
The textile division grew to be one of the most successful local
manufacturers of warp and circular knitted fabric. Since 2002
the local textile industry has come under significant threat from
cheap imports and this division, which relied on over 50% of its
throughput from third party customers, was severely affected.
Textiles
In 2010 the textile division was restructured following a decision
by the directors to close the warp knitting and wet processing
sections and entered into a strategic relationship with Dyefin
Textiles who took over the dyeing and finishing processes for
the group. The textile division continues to knit fabric primarily
for the clothing division and also for those third party customers
who still source their knitted fabric requirements locally.
It should be noted that the decision to restructure the division
came about as a result of rapidly increasing production costs,
especially utility costs – electricity, water, coal and effluent
treatment that could not be passed on to the customer –
and because of this; the substantial costs of annual capital
investment and an excess of dyeing and finishing capacity in the
country, the group’s directors were challenged to decide on a
way forward that would preserve our verticality strength.
Dyefin was not constrained by the same public utility costs as
our division in Pinetown and had already undergone significant
upgrading of their equipment and were therefore able to dye and
finish at significantly better costs than our own mill.
N&L took a decision to acquire a 50% share in Dyefin and some
of our most modern equipment and processes were transferred
to Dyefin.
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In 2011 we recognised the importance of having all production
equipment requiring expensive utilities being based in one
factory and made arrangements for our remaining utilities
dependent process, printing, to be transferred to Dyefin and
closed our own facility accordingly.
2.1 The Use and Impact of the Production Incentive Grant
Dyeing & Finishing
Our decision to restructure the textile division coincided with
the announcement and introduction of the CTCP Production
Incentive Programme and, in our textile division, was particularly
relevant as we were able to use the incentive to pay for new,
modern and more efficient dyeing and finishing equipment
transferred to Dyefin and to re-equip our ageing and inefficient
printing facility so that it is now a modern and world-class
operation capable of supplying high-quality prints at
competitive prices.
Circular Knitting
The bulk of our circular knitting plant is old technology and the
average age of the plant is over 10 years, with an air-conditioning
unit for the knitting room that was installed over 20 years ago.
The Production Incentive has given us the opportunity and
confidence to upgrade our knitting room with a modern airconditioning plant, which is far more efficient and cost-effective
to run. In addition we have accelerated our plans to re-equip
our knitting room with new knitting machines that offer
far more flexibility in the type and range of fabrics they
can knit, in addition to being more cost-effective to run
as they knit at considerably higher speeds and produce
much better quality fabric.
2.2 Improved Efficiencies
The acquisition of new circular knitting, dyeing, finishing and
printing equipment has given us the following efficiencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Significant reduction in work-in-progress and working
capital requirements.
Additional flexibility in dyelot sizes.
Flexibility in the range and type of fabrics we can knit.
Improved energy consumption and steam usage.
Improved quality and reduced reprocess rates.
Significantly reduced turnaround times. In this regard
we have refined the process and throughput times from
months to a matter of days, from order inception to delivery.
Our knitting speed for certain qualities has more than
doubled, giving us considerable additional capacity
and savings.
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2.3 Benefits of Quick Response
It is abundantly clear that all local clothing manufacturers and
retailers are becoming more focused on the Quick Response/
Fast Fashion Model. We have seen that not only the Far East
is a major threat to our businesses but a greater threat lies
in Mauritius and Madagascar, where suppliers of dyed and
finished fabrics can offer lead times that are only marginally
longer than our own. Their prices are far more competitive than
those that we can offer as a result of raw material input costs
being significantly lower, and our only competitive advantage is
therefore speed-to-market and relatively more flexibility.
3. Clothing
Ninian & Lester is fortunate to be the licence holder for the
internationally renowned men’s and ladies underwear brand,
Jockey, since 1951. In terms of the agreement we have sole
manufacturing and distribution rights throughout South Africa,
regionally and in sub-Saharan African countries.
The group employs approximately 1 500 employees and
continues to manufacture over 90% of its product in its Durbanbased manufacturing facility and sources almost 100% of its
fabric requirements from its own textile mill in Pinetown which in
turn, relies on Dyefin to dye, print and finish all its fabrics.
The nature of the underwear business means that it is primarily a
replenishment model with regular fashion input to maintain retail
customer interest. The success of this business model relies
on the ability of the value chain to be highly flexible and able
to respond immediately to market trends thereby reducing the
impact of expensive working capital utilisation.
The clothing division has seen its employment levels increase by
10% since the introduction of the Production Incentive in 2009.

Plans are currently in-hand to upgrade our ageing cutting room
equipment where we will achieve significant improvement in
fabric utilisation through more modern cutting technology and
we are planning to improve our pattern grading and marking
system and to upgrade our design room computer systems
using the PI facility.
3.2 Improved Efficiencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significant reduction in work-in-progress
Utility cost savings
Additional flexibility
Improved quality
Introduced new innovations by automating processes such
as elastic cutting and joining which has resulted in better
elastic ratings, quality and finishing
Significant improvement in availability of information
to benchmark
Significant reduction in lead-times and order fill rates

3.3 Benefits of Quick Response
The Quick Response/Fast Fashion Model is critical to the
success of the brand in the local market. Our ability to meet
and respond to changing market trends immediately has created
a significant competitive advantage for our brand, which cannot
compete on price, but which does compete in terms of its
availability and highly flexible response rate, which also
gives the retailer the benefit of significantly lower working
capital utilisation.
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3.1 The Use and Impact of the Production Incentive Grant
This division, has since 2004, been working hard on introducing
World Class Manufacturing and Lean processes which have
realised significant efficiency and flexibility improvements.
The clothing division has been using the production incentive
grant to re-equip and upgrade its manufacturing plant to achieve
better efficiencies and to increase its overall capacity and
versatility in the product it manufactures.
In addition the PI has been used to pay for the development
of a fully integrated MRP production planning and inventory
control system and MPS (master production schedule) system
to manage our manufacturing processes.
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Impahla Clothing
Background
Spring Romance Properties 34 (Pty) LTD, trading as Impahla
Clothing (hereafter Impahla) is a privately owned Cape Townbased clothing manufacturing company. The primary production
activity is the manufacturing of sport and lifestyle items,
including the provision of in-house branding services.
The company is growing and in a healthy financial position.
As a strategic supplier to PUMA, Impahla Clothing is committed
to ensuring that garments manufactured in South Africa are
done so in a sustainable manner. From ensuring fair working
conditions for employees, to reducing energy and water
consumption, Impahla strives to produce garments that meet
the highest international standards of responsible production.
Their creed of ‘responsible production’ extends far beyond
the walls of their factory. Under-resourced communities
also reap the benefit from Impahla’s commitment to being
environmentally responsible.

The use and benefits of Quick Response/
Fast Fashion model:

The use and impact of the Production Incentive grant on
the business:

Impahla utilises its proximity advantage (being close to PUMA
in Cape Town) and the South African market. It constantly
adjusts order styles, colour options and size quantities,
according to actual market demand. By supplying quicker
than imports, PUMA can sell more with better yields.

Through the strategic relationship with Puma, the market
demand was clear. All that was required was that Impahla
meet the client’s requirements. The objectives relating to this
Production Incentive claim included:
1.
Expand production capacity to meet market demand.
2.
Unlock new market opportunities.

Other significant matters relating to the Production
Incentive Programme (PIP)

Technological upgrading included specialised production
machinery, embroidery machines, garment printer, automatic
cutting systems and production management system. A solarpower system was financed as part of the IDC working capital
loan, which will be settled in the next year’s PI application.

The PIP investment has significantly enhanced Impahla’s ability
to compete, retain their market position and continue growth
by pursuing new market opportunities. Without a doubt, the
PI scheme has substantially contributed to Impahla’s trend of
growing market share versus imports.

Improved performance:
2009
Turnover
Employment
Manufacturing
value-added/
employee

2010

2011

2012

R12 560 092 R20 540 996 R29 120 779 R38 023 500
153

193

189

215

-

R66 322

R77 230

R92 549
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DURBAN OVERALL (Pty) Ltd
Background:

Quality Systems:

Durban Overall was established in 1991 in Ladysmith, KwaZuluNatal. The company is a specialist manufacturer of high-quality
workwear products including Conti & Boiler suits, dust coats,
security, hotel & hospital uniforms, specialised men’s & ladies
workwear, men’s formal & combat trousers & jeans, military
uniforms and international chefs’ workwear.

Quality is a number one priority, from the garments produced to
a superior after-sales service. This is made possible through a
strict adherence to the ISO 9001:2008 policies and procedures
and by adopting a mindset throughout the organisation of
continual improvement in all areas of business.

Durban Overall supports local textile mill suppliers such as
Da Gama & Bergriver Textiles, SBH & Prilla, and exports
Chefs’ workwear, apparel & medical scrubs to the US and the
UK. Major local customers include G. Fox, J. Gross, North Safety
Products and Body Guardz. They also supply the SA Navy,
SA Defence Force, Armscor & the Gauteng Provincial
Government Hospital Departments.
The company employs over 600 people from the
local community.
Achievements:
•
•

SABS approved & compliant
ISO 9001: 2008 Certified

CSI Projects:
•
•
•
•
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Inkanyezi School for disabled children
Ethembeni (Place of Hope) – assisting in servicing
30 crèches in the Emnambithi area
Thokola Khaya Designer and associated Co-Ops – assisting
with business expansion, sewing machines and financing
Outreach programmes with 100% BEE businesses in
the Ladysmith area, including Radical Sports Gear &
Paramount Clothing
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In order to sustain the superior quality and service levels, the
company plans to increase its investment in existing employee
wellness initiatives such as:
•
Onsite clinic
•
Mobile clinic
•
Onsite sister for distribution of antiretrovirals
•
SACTWU representation giving advice on site talks on
HIV education
•
Qualified doctor for testing of HIV & TB
•
Trained first aid representation in each division of
the company
•
Trained health and safety representatives in each division
•
Trained fire fighters in each division
Carbon Footprint:
Implementation of ISO 1401:2008 standards enables the
reduction of the company’s carbon footprint through waste
reduction, recycling, reduced electricity consumption and
reduced water consumption. Suppliers will also be encouraged
to adopt the same principles.
Adoption of Lean Manufacturing:
•

The adoption and implementation of lean world-class
manufacturing recognises people as the most important
asset, and encourages them to propose manufacturing
innovations to further improve production. This has had a
positive influence on the company’s efficiencies and
job creation capacity.
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Training:
A fully equipped training school has been opened onsite to
provide multiple skills to employees.
The following additional training facilities and partnerships exist:
•
DUT (Durban University of Technology) now in the process
of training 30 disabled unemployed and disadvantaged
people from the surrounding rural area
•
Mechanical training planned
•
HR training planned
•
Health & Safety training planned
•
Computer training planned
•
Shop steward training planned
Strategic Business Partnerships:
•

•
•
•

KZN CTC (Clothing Textile Cluster): Interaction of companies
both locally and regionally on world-class manufacturing
and leaner production implementation; team leader/
supervisor training
TWI (Training with the Industry) Operator skills training,
Supervisory skills training, online production training
Key customer partnerships
Key supplier partnerships
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The CTCP will continue to aim at structurally
changing the Clothing, Textiles, Footwear,
Leather & Leather Goods manufacturing
industries by providing funding assistance for
these sectors to invest in competitiveness
improvement interventions.
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VISION - THE ART
90
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OF SEEING THE INVISIBLE
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19 Fredman Drive, Sandton, 2196
PO Box 784055, Sandton, 2146
Telephone: 011 269 3000
Facsimile: 011 269 3901
Website: www.ctcp.co.za
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